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Field Test to Evaluate Deep Borehole Disposal

The concept of DBD for radioactive wastes is not new. It was 
considered by the National Academy of Science [1] for liquid 
waste, studied in the 1980s in the U.S. [2], and has been eval-
uated by European waste disposal research and development 
(R&D) programs in the past few decades (e.g., [3, 4]). Deep 
injection of wastewater, including hazardous wastes, is ongo-
ing in the U.S. and regulated by the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency [5]. The DBFT is being conducted with a view to 
use the DBD concept for future disposal of smaller-quantity, 
DOE-managed wastes from nuclear weapons production (i.e., 
cesium/strontium capsules and granular solid wastes). Howev-
er, the concept may also have broader applicability for nations 
that have a need to dispose of limited amounts of spent fuel 
from nuclear power reactors. For such nations, the cost for dis-
posing of volumetrically limited waste streams could be lower 
than mined geologic repositories.

Deep Borehole Disposal Concept

DBD safety relies on emplacing wastes in competent crystal-
line rock well below the extent of naturally circulating ground-
water. Whereas movement in groundwater is practically the 
only means for migration of radionuclides, if the groundwater 
has not moved for millions of years, then transport is limited 
to the mechanism of aqueous diffusion, a slow process. Diffu-
sion-limited transport is the principle of isolation for mined 
repositories proposed at depths of 500 meters in clay or shale, 
and salt. However, DBD would be situated at a 3- to 5-km depth 
(Fig. 1) in low-permeability granite or schist, and therefore the 
radionuclide migration path distance would be at least an order 
of magnitude greater than for mined repositories (e.g., 1,000 m 

in the crystalline basement vs. 150 m in clay or shale). Hence, 
DBD offers the potential for exceptional waste isolation, because 
the time for diffusive release to the biosphere is proportional to 
the square of distance.

The key to proving the potential effectiveness of DBD is to 
carefully analyze the environment at depth, to determine the 
origin and residence time of deep groundwater, and to under-
stand why it has remained isolated. Natural cosmogenic tracers 
with long half-lives such as argon isotopes and krypton-81 could 
be helpful because they can be used to estimate or bound the 
average time since a groundwater sample was at the earth’s sur-
face. Other tracers originate in the solid earth: accumulation of 
radiogenic helium, and uranium-series equilibria, are indicators 
of long groundwater residence time. The characterization bore-
hole will use state-of-the-art methods to characterize chemical 
and isotopic tracer signatures for interpretation of groundwater 
provenance and apparent age [6].

Another aspect of deep groundwater isolation pertains to 
the chemical composition of such waters, which are typical-
ly concentrated chloride brines with density from 2.5 percent 
(seawater) to more than 30 percent greater than pure water. 
Types of brine range from sodium chloride to calcium and 
magnesium chloride at higher density. The density gradient 
(fresh near the surface, concentrated at depth) is stabilizing 
and inhibits vertical flow or mixing. The inhibitive effect is 
well-known where seawater invades near-surface groundwater 
aquifers. Density stratification would tend to limit the effects 
from future perturbations to hydrologic conditions such as cli-
mate change or from early borehole heating by the waste. For 
example, ancient brines have been found in crystalline base-
ment rock over a large area of the northern plains of North 
America, an area subjected to glaciation during the Pleisto-
cene epoch.
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